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Abstract 
Kampung Kemasan is an heritage area that still serves as a settlement in downtown Gresik, East Java. This area is also 
considered as a tourism area as often visited by domestic and foreign tourists to enjoy the aesthetics of typical Peranakan 
architecture that characterizes the Kampung Kemasan and learn the culture through the village community whose mostly still 
have the lineage of the founder of the village.  Growing tourism activities in this cultural heritage area mostly affected by the role 
of the community as a resident who makes these settlements still alive along with a variety of stories and the main characteristics 
are conserved region.  This article is to describe factors influencing the sustainability of community-based heritage sustainability 
with its case study in Kampung Kemasan, Gresik. The analysis process are using rootcause analysis with fishbone visualization 
method. The findings show that some influencing factors for the sustainability of the CBT are the huge sense of belonging that 
had been built long by the Kampung Kemasan family members, the links to local government and socio-cultural communities 
outside the kampung, the proximity to several tourism attractions that alike, and the creativity of the activities which involve 
people in Kampung Kemasan. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
Kampung Kemasan in Gresik is one of the cultural heritage area which has just formally set as the new heritage 
tourism destination. This Kampong has it’s own attraction with the mixed colonial, malay and chinese architectural 
style. The colonial feature represent by the column, ornaments and the symmetrical aspect of the most building in 
the Kemasan corridor. The uses of the colonial elements however its not the single element that make Kampong 
Kemasan interactive, the architectural style combine the chinese architecture colour and layout, yet the list plank of 
the building inspired by the Malay architectural style. The red colour is dominating this corridor like it is built for 




















At this moment, due to the poor condition of the most building in the corridor, this kampong has not been as a 
main heritage tourism destination in Gresik Area. Occasionaly, this area set as the bazaar and celebration place of 
the regency birthday party and some other memorial day, Iedul Fitri and Pasar Bandeng (fishmilk market). On the 
regular day the Kampong is having no differences with the other kampong. That is way, the community on the 
corridor try to attract tourist with the attraction like “lion dancing”, some teathrical show, etc [1].  .  
The community want to find the solution how to keep this Kampong alive on the regular day but also give benefit 
to the community to help the owner maintaine their building with the huge cost of maintenance. That is way 
Community-based tourism (CBT can be a solution for the situation. Community-based tourism (CBT) refers to 
tourism that involves community participation and aims to generate benefits for local communities in the developing 
world by allowing tourists to visit these communities and learn about their culture and the local environment [2]. It 
is consistent with alternative development and sustainable livelihood approaches, which focus on grassroots 
development and embrace participation, equity and empowerment ideas. It is essential to keep the heritage tourism 
sustainability by considering the CBT factors. 
This article will describe the determining factor of community-based tourism in cultural heritage area, Kampung 
Kemasan Gresik. There are several structured parts to describe; firstly indicators about heritage tourism and 
community-based tourism that supports it are assessed; secondly field assessment and observation to find 
determining/influencing factors through rootcause analysis methods. The result of this article’s discussion is part of 
a research about cultural heritage area preservation through community participation in Kampung Kemasan, Gresik. 
Fig.1. Kampung Kemasan [1] 
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1.2. Literature Reviews   
Tourism is the set of activities engaged in by persons temporarily away from their usual environment, for a 
period of not more than one year, and for a broad range of leisure, business, religious, health, and personal reasons, 
excluding the pursuit of remuneration from within the place visited or long-term change of residence (Smith, 2004). 
Tourism has bloomed as a major economic element of the world market and has become one of the largest industries 
in the world, since World War II [3].  There are different categories and varieties of tourism occurs recognized by 
EU-Committee of the Regions (2006), such as coastal tourism, urban tourism, island tourism, rural tourism and 
mountain tourism. Within the tourism sector, coastal tourism is by far the most significant in terms of tourist flows 
and generation of income, but nowadays the new trends tourism emerged known as cultural heritage tourism. This 
trend is evident in the rise in the volume of tourists who seek adventure, culture, history, archaeology and interaction 
with local people [4].   Cultural heritage tourism is defined as travelling to experience the places and activities that 
authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present [5].   heritage tourism is one of the tourism 
branches that have long contributed to appeal the tourist destination and acts as important marketing tool to attract 
tourist especially with special interests in heritage and arts [6].  
 
2. Study Methods 
This article’s discussion will be in a qualitative process through local perspective. Populations are the locals who are 
connected to Kampung Kemasan; the community lives in it, the community owned the house in Kemasan with or 
without them live in it, the community who has activities there, and government officials. Sampling are taken 
purposively through a set of criterion and they role to be the respondents. Mentioned in Table 1 are the respondents 
involved in the field assessment. 
 
Table 1. Types of Respondent and information gathered 
Types of Respondent Types of Information  
Local resident (lives there for more 
than 30 years, owned /inherit the 
house) 
x Understanding about the heritage aspects of their corridor; 
x The condition of their owned building; 
x Perception about the building and corridor; 
x The preferences about future decision making; 
x The governments policy expected by the community to its building and corridor; 
x Opinion and design development about keep the area as a heritage area. 
Non-local resident (lives there for 
more than 30 years, not owner/will 
not inherit the house) 
x Understanding about the heritage aspects of their corridor; 
x Perception about the building and corridor; 
x The governments policy expected by the community to its building and corridor; 
x Opinion and design development about keep the area as a heritage area. 
Local owner (does not live there 
permanently, own/inherit the house) 
x Understanding about the heritage aspects of their corridor; 
x The condition of their owned building 
x Perception about the building and corridor; 
x Opinion and design development about keep the area as a heritage area. 
Local activist (lives around the area, 
has daily activities in study area) 
x Perception about the building and corridor; 
x The governments policy expected by the community to its building and corridor; 
x Opinion and design development about keep the area as a heritage area. 
Government Representation: Board of 
Culture and Tourism of Kabupaten 
Gresik 
 
x Perception about the building and corridor; 
x The governments policy plan to its building and corridor; 
x Opinion and design development about keep the area as a heritage area. 
Head of Kabupaten: Bupati Gresik 
 
This information gathered are very important as inputs in analysis process. Root cause analysis (RCA) is chosen 
as the best alternative in ths context as a process designed for use in investigating and categorizing the root causes of 
events with safety,health, environmental, quality, reliability and production impacts. Root cause analysis is a 
structured team process that assists in identifying underlying factors or causes of an adverse event or near-miss. 
Understanding the contributing factors or causes of a system failure can help develop actions that sustain the 
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correction [7]. A cause and effect diagram, often called a “fishbone” diagram, can help in brainstorming to identify 
possible causes of a problem and in sorting ideas into useful categories. A fishbone diagram is a visual way to look 
at cause and effect. It is a more structured approach than some other tools available for brainstorming causes of a 
problem. The problem or effect is displayed at the head or mouth of the fish. Possible contributing causes are listed 
on the smaller “bones” under various cause categories. A fishbone diagram (Picture 2) can be helpful in identifying 
possible causes for a problem that might not otherwise be considered by directing the team to look at the categories 













3. Result and Discussions 
 Cultural Heritage as Tourism Destination 
Theories of cultural tourism, study area definitions, local’s perception for tourism in their area:  all of these would 
be describe the existing conditions, strength and weaknesses of Kampung Kemasan as a heritage tourism 
destination. 
Table 2. Strengths and weaknesses of Kampung Kemasan as a heritage tourism destination 
strength and weaknesses of Kampung Kemasan as a heritage tourism destination 
Strength  1. Located in the old city area that near to Government and aloon – aloon (public spaces) activities; 
2. The Kampong Kemasan is not the only heritage corridor, advance research shown that the old city has 4 
unique heritage kampong which are; Kemasan (kampung peranakan), chinese style kampong (Pecinan), 
arabic style kampong and resident (local kampong). The development of the heritage area will encourage 
the spatial aspects of tourism destinations;  
3. This Kampong has an mata seger community as a agent development and changes of the Kemasan as a 
tourism destination. The Mata Seger community often initiate to offer collaboration in heritage at a local to 
international level;  
4. Perception matter; the most advantage aspect of the tourism destination in Kampong Kemasan is the 
common understanding and perception that this Kampong can be develop as a city tourism destination 
object. The city council has been legalized the rule even established the detail planning, the community 
has agreed to preserve the building and corridor and the private sector agreed to help the restoration of the 
building (Nippon Paint company); 
5. The other strenght of the Kampong Kemasan is the good will of the most of the community, that available 
to join and participate in the development of tourism on this area.  
 
Weaknesses 1. Due to the nature of the inherit building, most of the building is own by multiple owner on the family. 
There is no single own property on the corridor, except it has been sold or buy by the owner. As the impact 
every single plan, changes, activities on the most building will need approval from the other owner, this 
will make the process more complicated;  
2. The corridor need a huge maintenance as a tourism object that can be burden for the owner; 
3. Some of the building have been banished by the new owner and replace with something more modern;  
4. The detailed plan only plan the physical aspects and did not give the vision of the tourism development in 
the area; 
5. The detailed plan yet socialized to the owner and co owner of the buildings.  
Community-Based Tourism as Influencing Factors in Tourism Sustainability 
 
CBT itself has various but recognized definitions, i.e. cooperative or individually owned and managed businesses to 
joint ventures between the community and the private sector; the involvement of external support from a donor 
agency or NGO, the generation of individual and collective benefits within the community and a triple bottom line 
Fig. 2. Structure example of a fishbone diagram for RCA [7] 
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approach. Its interest resides in the fact that CBT projects are small or medium sized ventures that have the potential 
to generate a range of positive economic and social development impacts in rural areas, where other types of 
development may be inadequate [8].  
Some community-based tourism best practices’ shows that it is a critical factors to keep the sustainability of a 
tourism destination. A  case in Peru, CBT leading to improvements in the lives of the participants and the 
community, through the critical success factors for this initiative: the links with the private sector, proximity to the 
tourism market, the creation of attractive and competitive products, the consideration of profitability, the 
community’s will to engage in tourism, and the implementation of a monitoring and evaluation process.  
Through local control of tourism businesses and activities, CBT is thought to contribute to cultural and 
environmental conservation and to the redistribution of economic benefits among the most vulnerable groups, such 
as indigenous communities. A range of studies about CBT initiatives have confirmed its potential benefits to 
communities, especially ‘commercially grounded’ initiatives (Dixey,2005; Jones, 2008). It received a high level of 
criticism from the research and donor communities, accused of failing to deliver benefits to communities and 
questioning whether the results justify the donor funding, lack of financial viability, poor market access and poor 
governance (mitchell, 2008). the critical factors for the success of these initiatives were access to market, 
commercial viability, the presence of a policy framework and implementation challenges, i.e. the existence of skills 
and collaboration among stakeholders (Ashley et al, 2001). the way in which CBT initiatives are implemented and 
their commercial viability. It is worth noting that both implementation and commercial viability have a big influence 
on the impact of CBT initiatives in local communities. 
The tourism sector has been and continues to be market driven as it is a buyers’ market (Goodwin, 2007) CBT 
commercial viability is essential to deliver results to local communities and requires the consideration of three 
aspects: market, product and links with the private sector.Integration of CBT initiatives with mainstream tourism 
markets is believed to have bigger impacts in local communities (Mitchell & Muckosy, 2008, Ashley et al, 2001). 
Developing commercial viable products requires considering several aspects. Location and physical access is 
essential for there to be existing demand from tourists in the area (Ashley et al, 2001, Jones, 2008). 
4. Conclusions 
The findings show that some influencing factors for the sustainability of the CBT are the huge sense of belonging 
that had been built long by the Kampung Kemasan family members, the links to local government and socio-cultural 
communities outside the kampung, the proximity to several tourism attractions that alike, and the creativity of the 
activities which involve people in Kampung Kemasan. 
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